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is about Growth
... the growth the Zoological Park and the
Zoo Society are seeing in their size, their
range of influence and their approaches to
helping wildlife around the world.
This issue’s feature article describes a
few of the new—and the established—
conservation programs that Park
researchers are leading in Africa and in

around the world. This work, which must
overcome significant challenges in poorer
countries, outlines a long-term vision for
helping third-world zoos find the
resources and the training they need to
improve the care they give their animals.
This issue also contains information on
two recent growth spurts that have added

North Carolina. These programs provide
support, training, equipment and research
services to rangers, teachers and other
professionals working to protect land,
animals and plants in Nigeria, Equatorial
Guinea and Uganda. While these programs
often single out endangered species—
elephants or gorillas, for example—for
protection, the programs also work with
local people to enhance their capacity to
live sustainably with wildlife.
A second article addresses the
Zoological Park’s ongoing efforts to raise
animal husbandry standards in zoos all

parcels of land to the Zoo Society’s and
the Zoological Park’s real estate holdings.
These land acquisitions have set aside
important local vistas for protection and
have provided the Zoo Society with a
new, and environmentally comfortable,
way of investing in its financial future.
Finally, this issue displays some of the
more remarkable items that will be
included in the Live Auction at the 2010
Randolph Telephone Zoo To Do—the
Zoo Society’s spectacular annual dinner,
dance and fund-raiser.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas
Day. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Standard
admission prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for children. Zoo
Society members and registered North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic
areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The North Carolina Zoological Society is the nonprofit organization that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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The

Working

North Carolina
Zoological Park
participates in
a variety of
African and

projects to help
wildlife.

RICH BERGL, PH.D., CURATOR OF RESEARCH
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS
& REPTILES
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Educating Uganda’s Future
Conservationists
Uganda’s Kibale Forest National Park protects a flourishing, diverse
Rainforest with a sprawling, but porous border, that is easily breached to satisfy the growing needs of nearby communities. A decade ago, the N.C.
Zoological Park established UNITE (Uganda and North Carolina International
Teaching for the Environment) to help local communities ramp up their environmental education programs and help local citizens become better stewards
of their environment. Today, UNITE has two full-time employees working
with these communities and in their schools.
In 2009, UNITE added a new dimension to its programs by offering a series
of field trips that took nearly1,000 primary school students out of their villages and into the wild. The trips gave many children their first glimpse of the
splendor surrounding their villages—stunning wetlands, grand forests and
abundant wildlife. These trips, and forays into Tooro Botanical Gardens, laid
the groundwork for connecting these children to nature motivating them to
protect it.
UNITE staff also offered workshops to help teachers incorporate studentcentered instructional techniques into their classes. These techniques allow
teachers to attend to individual students while coping with classes packed with
100 students or more. The workshops also provided background information
on conservation issues and included follow-up visits to support teachers as
they implemented their lessons.

N. CHALK

North American

for Wildlife
Africa’s Most Endangered Ape
Cross River Gorillas live only in the remote, highly
diverse Rainforests that connect the West African nation
of Nigeria to its neighbor, Cameroon. The Cross River
cuts across the region giving this gorilla its name.
One of four subspecies of gorillas (i.e., Mountain,
Western Lowland and Eastern Lowland), the Cross River
Gorilla is the rarest variety. Its numbers have diminished
enough to land it among the world’s 25 most endangered
primates: fewer than 300 survive.
The N.C. Zoological Park joined efforts to protect Cross
River Gorillas in 2007 by accepting the challenge of
defining its range and tracking individual gorilla’s movements. These data will help define the gorillas’ habitat—
its dimensions and characteristics, the most basic information scientists require to protect the gorilla.
The program relies heavily on local rangers to
track the Cross River Gorillas. The rangers use
Cybertrackers®—high-tech, handheld computers
that link with Global Positioning Satellites—
to pinpoint each gorilla’s exact geographical

location. These instruments also record data on the gorillas’
behaviors and surrounding habitat.
Last year, Dr. Rich Bergl, Curator of Conservation and
Research, visited Nigeria and Cameroon to set up the software, the hardware and the training that rangers needed to
implement the Cybertracker system. Researchers now use
this system across the Cross River Gorilla’s entire range,
using the data to protect the species.
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Working for Wildlife
Hellbenders at Home

LORI WILLIAMS, NCWRC

M. KELLY

For three years now, the N.C. Zoological Park and the
State’s Wildlife Resources Commission have been looking for native Hellbenders. These giant, harmless salamanders range through an undetermined number of clear
water streams cascading down the Appalachian and Ozark
mountains. In North Carolina, Hellbenders occur only in
five river systems that crisscross the Smoky Mountains.
Because Hellbenders are disappearing throughout much
of their range, the Park and the Commission want to survey the Hellbenders in these waterways.
A 2007 grant from the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums funded these surveys, which sent researchers
wading through 47 rivers, streams and creeks during 2008
and 2009.
The surveys found Hellbenders in 29 of these study
sites. Western streams were slightly more likely than eastern ones to have
Hellbenders, and that finding correlated slightly with a waterway’s proximity to
urban development. The data did not identify any stream characteristics that reliably predicted where the salamanders occurred.
Because some 2,500 of the state’s waterways could support Hellbenders,
many more surverys are needed to develop an appropriate plan to protect the
species. Fortunately, the Zoo Society has provided funding to allow more surveys and to continue our partnership with the Wildlife Resources Commission.

Island Conservation
Bioko, a large volcanic island, lies 20 miles off Cameroon’s coast. Despite its location,
the island’s geological history puts it under the governance of Equatorial Guinea. Originally
part of that nation’s western coastland, Bioko broke away about 12,000
years ago and, powered by a tectonic rift, has relentlessly inched southward ever since. Once adrift, the island shanghaied its resident animals,
carrying them away, and into isolation from, their mainland relatives.
Over the years, the captured species evolved into island-based varieties
that differ significantly from their mainland relatives. The scientific
significance of these endemic and unusual creatures adds to the imperative to protect their expansive, relatively undisturbed habitats.
To help, Dr. Bergl formed a partnership with the Bioko Biodiversity Preservation Project.
Drexel University’s Dr. Gail Hearn leads this organization, which monitors wildlife inside the
island’s Southern Highlands Reserve, surveys animals in the local bushmeat market and
undertakes an annual census of the primates living in the Caldera de Luba—an immense,
forested volcanic crater that dominates southwestern Bioko.
Dr. Bergl recently helped Dr. Hearn implement a Cybertracker system on the island and
joined his team to field test the system in the island’s remote forest. The new equipment
should increase the team’s efficiency in analyzing and mapping the data they collect.
4 | ALIVE

Protecting Nigeria’s
Last Elephants
A scant 350 elephants remain in Nigeria. They
hide in Yankari Game Reserve, a site frequently
infiltrated by well-armed poachers. The herd’s
precarious situation, and the Zoological Park’s
10-year history of protecting elephants in neighboring
Cameroon, helped Dr. Bergl step across the border to
help these few remaining elephants.
He initiated a program that equipped Yankari’s
rangers with Cybertrackers to track the elephants.
Yankari’s researchers use the equipment to reliably
record the elephants’ movements and any poaching
incidents. Because the Cybertrackers also map the territory covered by ranger patrols, staff use these records
to systematically plot future patrols, arranging them to
cover the entire reserve. This improved coverage has
ramped up the rangers’ capacity to find and arrest
poachers, which protects all the reserve’s animals, not
just its elephants.
Dr. Bergl returned to the Yankari Reserve in July to
provide additional training to its rangers and outfit
them with proper uniforms and equipment to use as
they risk their lives to protect Nigeria’s last elephants.

Polar Bears:

On Thin Ice
Polar Bears need you now!

Current and
anticipated changes to their environment are threatening
their ability to thrive and to survive. While estimated timelines vary, most scientists agree that, if current trends
continue, Polar Bears, and the ice they depend on, will soon
disappear from the Arctic.

Coming to Terms
Most people have heard the terms “global climate change,
global warming, Arctic warming, greenhouse gases, greenhouse effect” and “carbon footprint.” Most people also know
that different interest groups hold wildly different opinions
about the veracity of these terms and what they portend for
the future.
“Global climate change” is the most comprehensive
phrase in this group. It refers to the sum results that scientists expect from the interactions of the other named events.
“Global climate change” encompasses the changes in temperature, weather, precipitation, prevailing winds, etc., that
scientists have seen and expect to see in the future. These
changes are important because climate sets limits on which
animals, including people, and which plants can survive
under its reign.
Since almost everyone finally agrees that temperatures
are warming, most of the lingering controversy swirls around
identifying the factors causing this rise. Is the increase part
of a natural cycle or the result of human activity?
Overwhelmingly, climate scientists concur that human
activities have, at the very least, significantly accelerated the
recent rise of global temperatures. These increases show up
most clearly in the Arctic, where temperatures have risen
three times faster than temperatures in temperate and tropical regions.

Why the Warming?
Scientists attribute most of the increase to changes in the
Earth’s atmosphere. A gradual rise in carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases has reduced the Earth’s capacity to
reflect some of the Sun’s heat back into space. Greenhouse
gasses taint the atmosphere just enough to make it act like
a blanket, holding in heat that would otherwise escape.
Gasoline and other fossil fuels are the primary source of
this carbon dioxide. Burning them to run automobiles, factories, heating units, etc., releases carbon into the air.
Dead trees contribute carbon to the atmosphere, too,
making deforestation a secondary culprit in rising tempera6 | ALIVE

tures. As plants photosynthesize, they pull carbon dioxide
molecules from the air, break them apart and mix the carbon
with water to manufacture carbohydrates, which are stored
in plant tissues, as leaves or wood. The left over oxygen
floats back into the atmosphere. Chopping a forest down
stops, and then reverses, this carbon-removing process.
Dead plants do not photosynthesize; as they decay, their
stored carbon latches onto free oxygen and floats back into
the atmosphere as carbon dioxide.
Our dependence on fossil fuels and our relentless destruction of forests have pushed atmospheric carbon dioxide—
and other greenhouse gases—levels to heights that may
soon have catastrophic effects on our climate.

The Bond Between Ice and Bears
Simply put, an Arctic without ice equates to an Arctic without
Polar Bears. Polar Bears need an icy platform to support
them while they hunt for their main prey, Ringed Seals. Polar
Bears also mate on the ice and bear
their cubs there. Females
and their new or firstyear cubs survive the
Arctic’s harsh winters
by denning in ice caves.
Without this protection, the cubs would perish.
The early consequences of global warming have already
had well-documented, harmful effects on Arctic ice and
Polar Bears, especially along the southern reaches of the
Polar Bear’s range. Statistics on Polar Bear predation, reproduction, behavior and health show problems that correlate
with documented declines and disturbances in the Arctic’s
long-term and seasonal ice packs. Most of the current damage is to the south, but if temperatures continue to climb.
These ills will march northward with the warming.

The Science of Ice
Normally, a thick, permanent blanket of ice floats over the
central reaches of the Arctic Ocean. Along its southern
fringes, this ice comes and goes with the seasons. Called
“seasonal ice,” this southern ice melts away in spring and
refreezes as winter approaches.
Along this southern rim, Polar Bears cycle their lives to the
waxing and waning of the ice. When it freezes, bears head
out to hunt. When it melts, bears float into shore, haul out on
beaches and wait for the ice to return. While they wait, they
mostly fast, living on the fat they packed away during the

previous hunting season.
Measurements taken over the last several decades document two major shifts in the traditional formation and melting of this seasonal ice. Compared to ice in the 1970s, the
current pack ice freezes three weeks later and melts three
weeks earlier than it used to. This change lops six weeks off
the bears’ hunting season.
Scientific observations of the bears clarify the impact of
these altered seasons: Polar Bears weigh less now than the
bears that came to shore 30 years ago. Undernourished
females bear smaller litters than the litters of the 1970s and
produce less milk than mothers used to. Cub mortality is on
the rise.
Even the long-term ice that covers the top of the world
shows signs of stress from rising temperatures. Satellite
imagery documents a progressive shrinking of the extent
and depth of the ice pack. Last year, the permanent ice was
40 percent thinner than the ice of 30 years ago.

Boycotting products that encourage deforestation and
buying products that encourage reforestation.

The Bears’ Response

Planting trees or supporting projects that do.

Natural selection provides mechanisms for species to adapt
to environmental shifts that take place over time. But,
natural changes usually evolve slowly, giving succeeding
generations of animals time to
adapt to these new conditions.
Currently, the Arctic is
changing too fast to
give the Polar Bear
time to adapt.

Scanning the Internet for realistic suggestions on
saving energy, recycling and supporting reforestation.

It’s Up to Us
Most of you already know how to shrink your carbon
footprint: reduce your energy consumption. But, here
are a few suggestions.

You can reduce your carbon footprint by:
Driving efficient vehicles and driving them responsibly
(e.g., plan your routes, obey the speed limit, walk or
bicycle when you can).
Recycling unwanted products and using energyefficient machines.
Buying recycled products and trading paper or plastic
bags for reusable shopping bags.

And, most of all, take a stand for your environment.
Spread the word about what you know. No one can
accomplish worldwide changes alone; but if we work
together, we can get it done.

eliminate atmospheric carbon to save Polar Bears. We just
need to slow it down enough to dodge that tipping
point. If we can keep the ice intact, we
can keep Polar Bears. Most scientists
agree that we can stop the melting if we
act immediately and decisively to slow
down these changes.

Scientists estimate that, unless we slow the current rise in
greenhouse gases, atmospheric carbon dioxide may climb
to reach a tipping point in 5 to 7 years. If it does, the Arctic
will become too warm for seasonal ice to form and the
remaining, long-term ice would begin to melt. By some estimations, the long-term ice would be gone within 5 to 20
years. If these changes come to pass, the southern populations of Polar Bears would die quickly, and the northern
populations—and the entire species—would become extinct
in the wild shortly thereafter.

Where is the Hope?
Despite these dire predictions, there is hope for the Polar
Bear. We still have time to reduce our carbon footprint
enough to avoid that tipping point. It took humanity decades
to pump these greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and,
even with appropriate action, we will need decades to
remove them. But, we can do it, because we do not have to

e hold the future of Polar Bears in our hands. We
can use less energy and release less carbon without losing anything that matters. But, if we fail to
change, we risk losing everything, including Polar Bears.
It will take time and, no matter what, Polar Bear populations will decline. But, if we work together, a recovery will
follow the decline and Polar Bears will survive for generations to come. And, everything that we do to protect the
bears will improve countless other places and the lives of
countless other species around the planet.
For more information on Polar Bears, the science of
global climate change and what you can do to decrease our
carbon footprint, please visit the following websites.

www.polarbearsinternational.org
http://www.actionbioscience.org/environment/derocher.htmlwww.acia.uaf.ed
JEFF OWEN, ANIMAL MANAGEMENT SUPERVISOR
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“La MiRi”
sCuLPtuRE
Caldwell-Hohl
Artworks Artists
and sculptors Bill
Hohl and Sherry
Caldwell-Hohl
offer this intricate,
28" tall sculpture
entitled “La Miri”,
the mother.

SatuRdaY, SEptEmBEr11
Lidded Pot
Joseph Sand Pottery
offers this wood-fired, saltglazed lidded pot. Joseph’s
work combines southern
traditional and East Asian
designs, among others.

DeCoRated
stonewaRe Bowl

The Great White Oak Gallery;
Benjamin and Bonnie Burns collaborated to create this hand-thrown,
17" x 6" double hemisphere white
stoneware bowl, decorated with
images of native North Carolina flora
and fauna.

seaweed P ot
Award winning potter Edge
Barnes offers a seaweed pot in
his own unique style for your
bidding pleasure.

san FRancisco getaway
Asheboro Honda; Mr. & Mrs. Dan Lackey

Spend the week
of your choice exploring the cultural riches of San Francisco with
this incredible getaway for up to 6 people. You and your guests
will stay at the Ritz-Carlton, San Francisco. Your private suite features dining room, living room, LCD HDTVs, washer-dryer, maid
service, a weekly wine-tasting from a California vintner and many
more amenities. (See program for more details.) Airfare not
included. The winning bidder will need to submit 3 possible
weeks, from October 1, 2010 – September 30, 2011; final dates
of trip will be selected from these 3 choices based on availability.
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PotteRy VeSSel
Local artist and potter Donna Craven
offers an elegant wheel-thrown, woodfired pottery vessel that captures the
essence of tradition and refinement.

LitChfield
BeaCh vaCation

FLintnAPPed
Knife
Primitive Knife Artworks; Robert Crutchfield
The blade of this knife is flint-napped obsidian from
Glass Butte, Oregon; the handle is made from mule
deer antler and cholla cactus from New Mexico.

tuRtle ISland PotteRy
Maggie Jones shows her creativity
and artistic flair in this charming piece,
a large yellow porch pot adorned with
two green, clay bullfrogs.

AdditionAl
LiVe AuCtion ARtiStS

Woo den VaSe
Joel Hunnicutt offers this
stunning, segment-turned,
wood vase in a rich red
wine color.

Bill & Ann Hoover Take your
entire family on vacation with this
amazing getaway, March 13 – 20,
2011, in the Hoover’s incredible
ocean-front home, Dolphin Watch
III, located in a private-gated
community in Litchfield. This
home offers 7 bedrooms, 7.5
bathrooms, game room, wet bar,
fireplace, pool.

Gary Anderson
Art from the Heart – Cara Bevan
Asheboro Nissan
Avery Pottery & Tileworks
Mike Ferree
Garry Childs Pottery
Daniel Johnston
John Knox
Mike Durham
McCanless Pottery
Mid Pines Inn & Golf Club
Montgomery Community College
Asheville ceramic sculptor Paul Frehe, whose
New Salem Pottery
artwork is always fun and unusual, has created
a whimsical fishshaped urn for this year’s
North Carolina Zoological Park
– Animal Division
Zoo To Do.
Paul Ray Pottery
Pinewild Country Club
Charlie & Linda Riggs
Seagrove Stoneware
– David Fernandez
Lenton Slack
Paula Smith
Jim Spires
STARworks NC Glass Lab, Nickolaus Fruin

ceRaMic fiSh-uRn

NatuRe SceNe VaSe
This one-of-a kind, 20" vase is a collaborative
piece by potters Ben Owen III and LoriAnn
Owen. A green celadon glaze reveals the
nature-inspired designs.

Zn
oo Tao Dj
o 2010
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Passing the Buck

RUSSling’s

Continuing Corporate Generosity
Beginning in 2006, The Dell Foundation funded KidsConnect,
a program that provided funds and training opportunities for
several Guilford and Forsyth county libraries and clubs that work
with underserved young people. Grant money also purchased
Dell computers for these facilities and rewarded the children
attending the program by bringing them and their families—
around 300 people—to a daylong celebration at the Park.
Mark MacAllister, the Zoo Society’s Online Learning
Coordinator and the mastermind behind the Society’s FieldTrip
Earth Web site, conducted the training, which taught participating staff how to use the Internet and, especially, FieldTrip
Earth, to inspire children to learn.
FieldTripEarth connects students to conservation researchers
working in the field to save endangered species and provides
grade-specific lesson plans that correlate with the researchers’
work. The American Association of School Librarians recently
recognized the site as one of the nation’s best—placing it in the
company of Web sites operated by NASA, Google Earth and the
Library of Congress.
As Dell, Inc. gradually transitions out of North Carolina, its
foundation committed another $25,000 to help complete the
Project:PolarBears capital campaign.

Working a Charitable Lead Trust
An anonymous donor had two goals in mind
when planning for her legacy. She wanted to
secure Sylvan Heights Waterfowl Park’s operational needs well into the future, and she wanted
to ensure that her family’s wealth remained intact
and available to future generations of her relatives.
To accomplish both goals, she established a
charitable lead trust for Sylvan Heights. Each
year for the next 20 years, the funds she set aside
will generate over $110,000 to support Sylvan
Height’s operations.
At the end of 20 years, by her plan, the trust
will be dissolved and the total amount that she set
aside will be returned to serve her family. In
return for giving up 20 years of interest earned by
her investments, Uncle Sam will reward her with
a tax benefit that acknowledges the total value of
these 20 installments of $110,000 each.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Thank Yous...

go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society March 6 through May 28, 2010.
AmeriGas Propane
anonymous
Bank of North Carolina
BB&T
John W. Becton & Nancy
B. Tannenbaum
David & Roxanna Bottjen
Ron & Cathy Butler
Mary & Gary Cagle
Martha & Mike Cammack
Caraway Conference
Center & Camp
CARQUEST Auto Parts
E. Jeanine Chadwell
Kirk & Katrina Chandler
Cherry, Bekaert & Holland
Chili's Asheboro
Tim & Jacki Cole
CommScope Inc.
CommunityOne
Miriam & Kevin Davie
Dell Foundation
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Ashley & Kenneth
Duggins
Ms. Jeffrie Ann H. Edgell
Excalibur Direct
Mail/Marketing Service
Fanwood
Foundation/West
Mr. Steve Feldman & Ms.
Leora Henkin
William H. and Muriel J.
Fox Endowment Fund
Mrs. Eugenie M. Frick
Ms. Karyl P. Gabriel
Mrs. Jody Gilmore
William H. & Vonna K.
Graves
Mr. Jeffrey S. Greaser
Mrs. Joan Gulledge
Ms. Louise C. Hamilton
Michael B. Hearne
Heart of North Carolina
Visitors Bureau

Stephanie & David
Heward
Hillsdale Fund, Inc.
Ms. Catherine Horne
Mrs. Frances L. Huffman
Dennis & Jill Jackson
James River Equipment
Kapstone Kraft Paper
Corporation
Mr. Thomas S. Kenan III
Kindred Hospital
Greensboro
Loflin Funeral Home of
Liberty
Lowe's Home Center of
Asheboro
Dr. & Mrs. John A. Lusk
Eddie & Ginger Lynch
Larry & Clare Maddison
Malt-O-Meal Company
McDonald's of Asheboro
Bob & Bonnie Meeker
Steve & Sylvia Mooney

Novartis Vaccines and
Diagnostics
Mr. Kevin Phillips & Ms.
Debbie Patrick
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Pickens
PM Ventures, Inc.
Progress Energy
Foundation
Randolph Telephone
Membership
Corporation
RBC Bank
John & Joyce Reedy
Rheem Heating & Cooling
San Felipe Authentic
Mexican Cuisine
Robert A. Sebrosky
Mr. Richard C. Sloan
Ms. Linda M. Smith
Something Different
Restaurant
Southern Industrial
Constructors

State Employees
Combined Campaign
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W.
Summers
Technimark LLC
Thomas Tire &
Automotive
Truliant Federal Credit
Union
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
United Way of Greater
Greensboro
Jimmy & Amanda Varner
Veterinary Specialty
Hospital of the
Carolinas
Weaver Foundation
Wildlife Conservation
Society - Nigeria
Robert & Jean Winfrey
William Witt & Hugh M.
Witt III
Wyeth Biotech

Lay of the Land
Park and Society
Add Land to their Holdings
Recently, the N.C. Zoological Park asked the Zoo
Society to buy a 273-acre plot of woodland adjacent to
a section of the Park’s southwestern border. The Park
saw the land as a possible site for future construction
needs. The site’s pristine woodlands attracted the Zoo
Society, both as a buffer to protect the Zoo’s rural visstas and as a research site for studying native wildlife.
The Zoo Society decided to purchase the land when
staff learned that the area around the Zoo was not zoned
sufficiently to give the Park a voice in limiting the
nature of businesses that could open up along its
perimeter. With the threat of culturally discordant
neighbors spoiling the Park’s ambiance, the Zoo Society
Board decided to buy the available parcel.
Not that this plot was the first real estate that the Zoo
Society ever bought. The Park sits on land purchased by
the Zoo Society in the mid 1900s. Since then, the Zoo
Society has bought several small lots adjacent to the
Zoo site, always with the intention of giving the land to
the Zoo.
But, the Society’s most recent land purchase is different. For one thing, the cost of the land exceeded $1
million—a hefty debt for the Zoo Society to assume.
And, for another, our Board saw the buy as a long-term
financial investment, not as potential land gift to the
Park. The Society Board members voted to add the land
to the Zoo Society’s investment portfolio and, in so
doing, to divest itself of some of its stocks and bonds.
While the land grows in value, the Curator of
Amphibians and Reptiles has partnered with an Elon
biology professor to send his students combing over
the property to study the movements and behaviors of various wildlife.
One day, the Zoo Society and the Park
may partner to lay some trails across the
property, linking them up with trails that
the Park hopes to add to an adjacent,
larger parcel of land it bought recently.
That plot squeezes against the outer
boundary of Society land, which sits
sandwiched between it and the
Park proper.

New Zoo Lands
The Zoological Park, working with the N.C. Natural
Heritage Trust and the Piedmont Land Conservancy,
has added three new plots of land to its holdings. These
acquisitions furthered the groups’ shared mission to
buffer important local natural areas from the damage
caused by development and human population growth.
These land acquisitions began in 2000, when the
Conservancy and the Trust purchased 180 acres inside
the Ridges Mountain Nature Preserve. Ridges Mountain,
which the State’s Natural Heritage Inventory recognizes
as a “Significant Natural Site,” supports several flourishing biological communities that harbor a variety of
rare species among their members. The “mountain”—
actually one of the more spectacular monadnocks that
undulate through Randolph County—rolls underneath a
healthy Dry Oak-Hickory Forest. A series of rare
upland pools feed this forest, which is dotted with large
boulders and moss-covered, rocky outcroppings. The
water, soil and shade create some of the Piedmont’s
rarest habitats and most spectacular vistas.
This year, in April, the same partners added 92.6
acres to the original Ridges Mountain parcel and turned
it over to the Park. The Park manages the total site as a
limited-access recreational area.
Another April acquisition added 322 acres to the
Park’s holdings, too, but this land is closer to the actual
Zoo site. The Conservancy and the Trust purchased this
plot, which borders the investment property recently
purchased by the Society. This new stretch of Park
property is called the “Selma Trogdon Ward Nature
Preserve on Bachelor Creek.” While not immediately
available for public access, the N.C. Zoological Park
plans to, eventually, enrich the preserve with two
miles of hiking trails that will connect to the Zoo
site by passing through the Society’s property.

DAVID JONES, ZOOLOGICAL PARK
DIRECTOR;
RUSS WILLIAMS, ZOO SOCIETY
DIRECTOR;
JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D.
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Addressing Animal Welfare Around
W
orldwide, some 600 zoos
belong to regional professional
associations, such as the
Association of Zoos and Aquariums
(AZA). These associations serve as
professional watchdogs, defining codes
of ethical and animal welfare standards
that zoos and aquariums must meet to
attain membership in an association.
Predictably, associations working
with richer nations (e.g., in North
America, Europe and parts of the
Pacific Basin) hold their member
organizations to higher, more rigid
standards than associations that oversee
facilities in countries with limited
resources.
While all of these associations seek
to steadily raise the welfare standards
adopted by their member institutions,
most zoos—more than 90 percent
worldwide—fail to meet these standards. These private menageries operate independently and without
oversight or certification from the professional zoo community.

Animal Welfare in the Park
The N.C. Zoological Park sets high
standards of animal welfare for its own
collection and stands in the forefront of
urging professional zoos worldwide to
proactively advocate for higher welfare
standards in all zoos—even zoos that
do not belong to regional associations.
The Park stands firm in asserting that
the right to display animals carries a
moral obligation to attend to their welfare while providing the viewing public
with interpretive information that
enhances understanding and appreciation of exhibited species.
The Park contends that all collections
of animals, whether held in private
hands or in public facilities, deserve
care that meets the same welfare standards imposed on mainstream zoos.
Particularly, we hold to this assertion
when discussing zoos in North
America, where no legitimate excuses
12 | ALIVE

exist for failing to provide humanely
for animal care.
Imposing these standards is essential
to ensure the welfare of collection animals and to establish zoos as legitimate
educational and cultural institutions. To
remain viable in modern societies, zoos
must offer untarnished learning and
recreational services to a public that
continues to become more sophisticated in its demands for quality learning and entertainment venues.

Accepting a Leadership Role
in Animal Welfare
The N.C. Zoological Park has adopted
two approaches to raise animal welfare
standards worldwide. At one level, the
Park’s Director serves as Vice
Chairman of the World Association of
Zoos and Aquariums’ Welfare and
Ethics Committee. In this position, he
works to raise animal welfare standards
in zoos around the world.
At a second level, the Park and the
N.C. Zoological Society offer services
that directly help a small number of
high profile zoos that face significant
problems.

In the Middle East
Some readers may recall the Park’s and
the Society’s efforts to help the animals
at the Kabul Zoo. This involvement
began immediately after the United
States invaded Afghanistan in 2001.
Donations to the N.C. Zoo Society
funded the Park’s leadership role in
renovating the Kabul Zoo’s war-ravaged
animal exhibits; providing its animals
with veterinary care, food and water;
and helping its senior managers obtain
training and establish collaborative
networks with zoo professionals in the
region.
Later, the Society accepted donations
and managed funds for the Park to use
in helping the Baghdad Zoo and its
animals during the early phases of the
war with Iraq.
The United States military undertook
most of that work as the Park concentrated on supporting Baghdad’s veterinary needs, a service that continues
today. The veterinarians at the Baghdad
Zoo continue to have regular access to
the Park’s veterinary staff and to specialists at the N.C. State University
College of Veterinary Medicine.

the World
Lately, the Park has expanded its foreign outreach to Egypt in order to help
restore the Cairo Zoo and improve its animal management standards. The Cairo
Zoo is the oldest public zoo in the Arab
World. It sprang from a magnificent
botanical garden that Egypt’s ruling
dynasty founded in the late 19th century.
But, hard times wore down the Cairo
Zoo and, several years ago, the World
Association of Zoos and Aquariums
expelled the zoo for failing to meet minimum standards of animal husbandry.

Cairo Improvements
To help resurrect the Cairo Zoo, the Park
has worked with the Pan African
Association of Zoos and Aquariums and
the Egyptian Ministry of Agriculture to
fund training for the Cairo Zoo’s staff and
to offer advice on upgrading its exhibits.
Ultimately, the Park hopes to help Cairo
design and build new facilities that will
improve the welfare of its animals.

I

f we are successful, we hope our
involvement and procedures will serve
as models that other well-funded zoos
can use to improve animal welfare standards in under-funded zoos, especially
zoos overseen by foreign zoo associations.

Animal Welfare at Home
Our major objective is to encourage the
private sector and local governments to
adopt reasonable animal welfare standards for zoos and provide these zoos
with the resources they need to meet, and
maintain, these standards. In fact, our
experience with many zoos confirms that
most of them want to achieve responsible
standards of animal care, but lack the
experience and sophistication required to
plan a strategy to achieve these standards.
We see our role as helping these aspiring institutions find ways to begin that
journey and reach new levels of competence in animal welfare and public education.
DAVID JONES, ZOO DIRECTOR

ZOO happenings
Dates to hold in 2010
SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members and their guests.
For more information, click on Events at nczoo.com. Call 336.879.7250
to register.

SEPTEMBER
11 Randolph Telephone Zoo To Do 2010 Fall ExZOOberance Our mostpopular, most-enchanting and most fabulous annual fund-raiser. An
evening under the stars at the Zoo and for the Zoo. Tickets: $150/person.

ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and, unless otherwise noted, are free
with the price of admission. For additional information call
1.800.488.0444.

NOW – DECEMBER 31
Every day Dora the Explorer at the SimEx Theatre. Fee: $3.

SEPTEMBER
18 & 19 The Great Apes Explore the amazing lives of gorillas and
Chimpanzees.

OCTOBER
1-31 African Violets Show at the African Pavilion
Weekends ZooFEST A celebration of the exotic, the endangered and the
mysterious.
2

Native American Celebration

9

African Art, Dance, Music & Mystery

16 HOWL-O-Ween Hear the howls and tales of the Red Wolves.
23 BOO at the ZOO A magical weekend featuring games, music, face
painting, costume contests and plenty of Halloween fun.

NOVEMBER
30 & 31 Batology Discover the good nature of bats at the Sonora Desert.
Details on all of these programs are available on the Web at
www.nczoo.com/index_html. * Tickets are required. Call 336-879-7250
to make a reservation.

WILL YOU?

Include “The North Carolina
Zoological Society, Inc.” in your will or other planned
gift to support your Zoo and its programs—forever.
Join “The Lion’s Pride” by contacting Russ Williams at
336.879.7252 or rwilliams@nczoo.com.
Thank you.
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Travel to Faraway Horizons in 2011
Botswana, Zambia and Zimbabwe
August 11-26
$12,995
Zoological Park Director David Jones leads this two-week
safari, which begins with six days in the Okovango Delta in
Botswana and veers into South Africa to witness Victoria
Falls and the remote, wildlife riches that congregate along
the banks of the Zambezi River.
The price includes luxury accommodations, light aircraft
flights between camping destinations and southern Africa’s
best wildlife viewing. An extension to Cape Town, Robben
Island and the Cape of Good Hope is available.

America’s National Parks
June 13
$4,317*
This 16-day, luxury-motor-coach tour crisscrosses some of
America’s most splendid natural parks and cultural settings. The list of sights to see include Yellowstone, Grand
Teton, Arches, Monument Valley, Grand Canyon, Bryce
Canyon, Zion, Salt Lake City and Las Vegas. The price covers
15 nights lodging, 26 meals, 19 sightseeing tours and
cultural connections, airfare and taxes. (Airfare fees may
fluctuate until final payment is made.)

Egypt
October 1-16
$6,995 land only
Join Zoological Park Director David Jones to explore Egypt’s
ancient and modern wonders—temples and pyramids,
mosques and bazaars—and to fly into legendary Abu Simbel
to visit the 60-ft. statues of Pharaoh Ramses II. Travelers
also cruise down the Nile on a small, luxury vessel, stopping
along the way to visit Aswan, Edfu and Luxor. An extension
to the Sinai, the Red Sea, Petra and other parts of Jordan is
also offered.

For more information, email sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.

| * PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.

Don’t see a trip that interests you?
Send an email to sgee@nczoo.com and tell her where you would like to travel with the
Zoo Society.
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Lemurs Leap to
Rave Reviews
The N.C. Zoo dedicated its new
Cato Lemur Island exhibit on May 21
and, by all accounts, its leaping
prosimians became instant hits with
visitors and special guests, alike.
More than 100 invited guests, donors,
state officials, media representatives
and Park and Society staff attended
the 11 a.m. ceremonies, which
unveiled the results of a $100,000
refurbishment of the former Patas
Monkey exhibit in the Park’s African
region. The Park’s design and facilties
staffs completed these renovations.
N.C. Zoo Director David Jones led
the festivities, which included remarks
by Dee Freeman, Secretary of the N.C.
Department of Environment and
Natural Resources, and Dr. Ann Yoder,
Director of the Duke Lemur Center.
The Zoo is an agency of this Department and two of the eight lemurs in the
exhibit came from the renowned,
Durham-based lemur research and
conservation center.
In keeping with the excitement of the
morning’s events, zookeepers released
eight lemurs into the exhibit just
moments before the dedication ceremonies began. The lemurs wowed the
crowd by catapulting onto the island,
bounding into their newly-created artificial climbing trees and springing from
branch to branch with the energy and
the acrobatic acumen that has made
the lemur family famous.

Lemur Island History
The lemur’s exhibit island began as a
Hamadryas Baboon exhibit and was
one of the first permanent exhibits built
at the N.C. Zoological Park. The baboon
exhibit and five other habitats made up
the entire Zoological Park when it held
its Grand Opening in June 1980. Four

of the other exhibits displayed one
species each, Chimpanzees, African
Elephants, White Rhinos and Lions.
The remaining exhibit displayed
Burcheli’s Zebras, Blue-necked
Ostrichs and Reticulated Giraffes.
The Baboon exhibit endured until the
late 1990s, when staff modified the
island to exhibit a small group of Patas
Monkeys. Meanwhile, the baboons
went to a larger exhibit that had sections inside, and alongside of, the
African Pavilion.
Refurbishing a Hamadryas Baboon
exhibit for Patas Monkeys was relatively easy. Both species live in Africa’s
dry savannas, and members of both
species spend most, if not all, of their
waking hours on the ground.
Hamadryas Baboons rarely, if ever,
climb trees, and Patas Monkeys stay
earthbound during the daylight hours.
Only at twilight do they take to the
trees, seeking branches to find safety
during the night.

Adding Trees to Please
Adapting the island to suit lemurs
required more adjustments. Lemurs
need trees, which were virtually absent
from the 8,670-square-foot island. Both
horticulture and design staffs were
needed to raise a forest from the soils
of the island’s shrubby savanna. Since
trees don’t grow over-night, the design
division’s talented sculptors jumpstarted a woodland by planning,
building and installing some artificial
climbing trees.
Meanwhile, the Park’s horticulture
crews supplemented this artifical
timber with a few substantial
living trees. The horticulture
staff also re-landscaped the
visitors’ overlooks, uprooting

plants that grow
in arid soils and planting
flora adapted to wetter,
woodland environments.
Once the island had its
woods, the animal staff began
introducing six Ring-Tailed Lemurs (4
males; 2 females) and two Red-Ruffed
Lemurs (1 male; 1 female) to their new
habitat.

Island Natives
These lemurs, like all lemurs, are native
to Madagascar, an island that rifted
away from Africa 150 million years ago.
Adrift and isolated since then,
Madagascar has hatched a diverse
array of flora and fauna, 90 percent of
which are endemic to the island. None
of them, including all of the lemurs, live
on the African mainland, and none of
their names appear on lists of Africa’s
animals. All are natives of Madagascar,
the world’s fourth largest island.
Consequently, the Ring-tails and the
Red-ruffs are the only mammals in the
Park’s African Region that are not
considered African species. Rather,
they are neighbors that occupy a
nearby island.
ROD HACKNEY, ZOO PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER
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Kids Unite for Conservation
or almost 10 years, the N.C. Zoo’s
UNITE— “Uganda and North Carolina
International Teaching for the
Environment”—has fostered relationships
between children in Asheboro and children in
Bigodi, Uganda. UNITE helps children learn
about their environments so they will choose to
grow up and become the next generation’s conservationists. Conservation is not just for zoologists and scientists; everyone can get involved.

F

Celebrating the Earth

On April 22, UNITE’s Bigodi schools held their
first Earth Day celebration—a day-long jubilee
where students performed songs, dances and
dramas that have an environmental theme and
played games and conducted demonstrations
that focused on capturing wind energy and
cooking with solar power. Students from
McCrary Elementary School, a UNITE partner
school in Asheboro, used Earth Day to interview
teachers and students, asking their views on
how the environment helps them and what they
can do to help it. These students sent their
Bigodi partners videos of these interviews.

felt

Planting for the Planet

Earth Day preparations in Uganda and Asheboro
included time for students to plant trees at
their schools. As the trees grow, they will clean
the air and spread shade over the ground. Some
of the trees will, eventually, provide sustainable resources for building materials.

What You and Your Friends Can Do

Plant a tree in your yard or at your school.
Trees help the environment in so many ways,
producing oxygen for people and other animals
to breathe, removing pollution from the air, and
providing food and shelter for wildlife.

Drumming Up Enthusiasm

The Bigodi students’ Earth Day celebration
included a drumming presentation that the
students captured on a video disk and sent to
McCrary School. The video arrived in a package
with eight tidy, handmade drums. The drums
and video gave students in McCrary’s UNITE
Club a glimpse of the Ugandan festivities and a
chance to practice some ceremonial drumming,
too.
MELINDA PRIOR, ZOO EDUCATOR

Drum Project

glue top of lid to felt

Use recycled materials, like an
empty coffee can, to make a
drum. Use it to give a beat, and
some drama, to songs that you like to
sing about the environment, wildlife or nature.
1) Remove the plastic lid from the can.
2) Cut a circle from a piece of tan felt—the felt
cut
1”– 2”
should be 1-2 inches wider than the lid. 3) Use
larger
craft glue to stick the top of the lid to the felt then,
put the lid back on the coffee can. 4) Secure the
felt with a rubber band. Pull the felt tight, so that it is smooth on top.
Now you are ready to drum to your own beat!
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Gifts for
Holiday Adoption
Ring in the Holidays—Adopt
LoLo, the Ring-tailed Lemur
This cute, cuddly and enchanting
gift will brighten up the holidays!
Each $45 adoption package arrives
with a soft, plush lemur; an offical
Adoption Certificate, made out in
the name of the adopting parent;
and a photo of LoLo. We also include
a special fact sheet on these endearing and endangered primates.

the Holidays!
To purchase either or both items, complete the
order form below and return to:
N.C. Zoo Society; 4403 Zoo Parkway;
Asheboro, NC 27205.
Or, order on-line at www.nczoo.com, or call the
Membership Department at 336-879-7250.
Gift Memberships will be mailed on December 8th
unless you request an alternate mailing date.
Holiday Membership prices are slightly higher than regular memberships to cover
the costs associated with the plush. Standard shipping costs are included.

GIFTS ORDER FORM
Send gift package to:
Please indicate gift for:

r Recipient

r Me

r Christmas
r Hanukah
r Other: __________________________

Message you want included: ________________________________
________________________________________________________
Buyer’s Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________
City/State/Zip______________________________________________
Phone: (H)________________________ (W) ____________________
E-mail __________________________________________________
Name of Membership Recipient ______________________________
Membership level you wish to buy ____________________________

Gift Membership

OR Name of Adoption Recipient ______________________________

Give a friend or a whole family a year of fun at the Zoo.

Recipient Address__________________________________________

A plush Chimpanzee adds a special note of fun and festivity to this
year’s Gift Memberships. Like all Zoo Society memberships, gift
memberships deliver 364 days of free admission to the North
Carolina Zoo, and free or discounted admission to more than 150
zoos and aquariums across North America. Members also receive a
year’s subscription to the Alive magazine and much more.
Gift memberships come in many different sizes to meet the needs
of Individuals ($47) or of Families or of Grandparents ($66). For
just a few dollars more, these membership levels can be boosted to
a “Plus” level, which entitles a member to bring a guest in free
during each visit. (Individual-Plus memberships are $47, FamilyPlus or Grandparent-Plus are $76). Higher level members bring in
more guests free: Zookeepers ($185) add two guests, while Curators
($310) get three and receive a decorative license plate. Lifetime
Family Memberships are available, too, for $1,510.

City/State/Zip______________________________________________
Phone: (H)________________________ (W) ____________________
E-mail __________________________________________________
For Family or higher memberships only, what is the name of the
second adult in the household? ______________________________
Number of children under 18: _____ OR grandchildren under 18: _____
Payment type:

r
r

r Cash

Check (Please make check payable to NC Zoo Society)
Credit Card (Please check one)

r MC r VISA r Discover r AMEX

Credit Card# ______________________________ CVN Code ______
Exp. Date ________ Signature ________________________________

Zoo Memberships Make Great Gifts for Employees Too! Share the Zoo where
you work and replace traditional fruit baskets and canned nuts with a gift that lasts all year.
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The Zoo Society urges you to do business with businesses that support your Zoo.

African Violets
on display in the
African Pavilion

OPENS IN
OCTOBER

